CREATIVE EXPLORERS:
MISSION POSSIBLE
Buffalo State Art Teacher Candidate: Megan Himes
Elementary Art
Hello student artists! Learning at home can be challenging, but thankfully as artists, we can use
our creativity to overcome this challenge. Creativity develops from our ability to see things from
many different angles or perspectives. With that said, I have a special creative mission for you!

Imagine that you are Explorers! Your mission is to document and observe the world as if you
have NEVER seen it before. You are to observe, collect, analyze, compare, and notice details in
the world around you. It is very important that you document things that you discover on your
travels.

IF YOU ACCEPT YOUR MISSION:
Your mission challenges will include a variety of prompts that will help you on your travels.
There is also a section with materials that will help you document your methods. But the most
important tools exist in your body and mind! Complete all of your missions to unlock the
Creativity Achievement! Good luck on your journey!

MISSION 1: AWESOME AT ABSTRACTION
Welcome to the Creative Explorers Unit! Before you get too deep
into this mission, you need to create and gather some things that will
help you on your journey.

Materials Needed:
•

Challenge: Create a 12-page notebook using blank paper. Check
out the instructions attached to this lesson! You can add more pages
if you are excited about exploring and want to continue exploring
after our missions are complete.

•
•
•

On the inside of cover of your notebook write this mantra:
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”

•

It is important you say this mantra out loud before starting each
mission challenge!
Now, the first step to being a Creative Explorer is getting in touch
with your intuition through art. We are going to practice this by
covering your very special mission notebook cover with some
abstract art! To do this, we want to start thinking about colors and
shapes that make us feel positive and awesome. We can look at
some other artists like Henri Matisse and Heather Day for
inspiration. I encourage you to take a look at their artwork by clicking
the links below!
Heather Day’s Art
Heather Day: How she Creates
Henri Matisse: Art with Audio
Once you’re feeling excited and ready to create join our fellow
explorer and artist Ms. Krajewski for your mission assignment
briefing.
Click here to enter your Mission Assignment Briefing
Good luck on your first mission, Explorers! Be creative and be sure
to share your work with your art teacher, friends and family!

Paper (white is
ideal)
Pencil
Eraser
Needle and
thread or a
stapler to keep
your notebook
pages together
Any type of
coloring
materials
(markers,
paints, colored
pencils,
crayons, etc.)

For our mission purposes you DO NOT need colored cardstock: plain white paper is ideal! If you do not
have sewing materials, a few staples along the spine of the notebook will work great, too.

AWESOME
AT
ABSTRACTION

Congratulations on earning your first badge!

MISSION ASSIGNMENT 2: COLOR MASTERY
Hello Explorers! Welcome back from your first mission. I hope you
have that special mission notebook ready for action! We will use it to
record our findings from our second mission assignment. Here it is!
Don’t forget to say your mantra before starting the mission!
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”

Materials Needed:
•
•
•

Challenge: Today you are going to explore the planet of COLOR.
As Explorers, it is important that you learn how to observe, collect,
and document things around you. Artists often use a tool called a
color wheel to help them mix colors and make color groups. Check
out the worksheet below to see what I’m talking about!
Today, we are going to think like an Artist and make our own
Creative Explorer Color Wheel! We are going to look for found
objects of each color in the color wheel. After you collect and create
your color wheel, show your creation to your art teacher, family, and
friends! You can show evidence by writing sentences, taking a
picture and printing it out, or drawing what you did.
Sentence Example: “I used a teal blue spatula and a royal blue bowl
in my color wheel. These objects are analogous colors”.
You also can try making mini collections of analogous,
complementary, and primary or secondary colored objects. If you do
this you will become a Color Master!
Alright Explorers, you are ready for Mission 2! Once you’re feeling
excited and ready to create join our fellow explorer and artist Ms.
Krajewski for your mission assignment briefing.
Click here to enter your Mission Assignment Briefing
Good luck on your second mission, Explorers! Be creative and be
sure to share your work with your art teacher, friends and family!

•
•

Mission
Notebook
Found Objects
(around your
house)
Basket or Bag
for gathering
objects
Phone Camera
(optional)
Printer
(optional)

COLOR
MASTERY

Congratulations on earning your second badge!

MISSION 3
Greetings Explorers! You now have two missions under your belt.
I’m so proud of you for being brave with abstract art and
accomplishing color mastery! Don’t slow down yet Explorers, I have
another mission for you!
But first, our mantra:
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”
Challenge: Today you will explore texture. Texture is how some
feels or how it looks like if feels. Artists use the term actual texture to
describe how something actually feels. For example, a rock may feel
hard, a feather may feel soft, and a pinecone may feel bumpy.
Artists use the term visual texture to describe how something flat
looks like it feels. For example, an artist may draw or paint a rock
that looks hard, a feather that looks soft, or a pinecone that looks
bumpy.
Visual texture can be achieved with different types of LINES. Use at
least 2 pages of your notebook to experiment with drawing different
types of lines. Can you use lines to make something that looks…
- Scratchy?
- Pointy?
- Bumpy?
- Smooth?
- Flowing?
Which one is your favorite? Can you invent any other textures?
Actual texture means you can physically feel it! Find 5 examples of
actual texture and touch the surfaces. Document your findings by
taking a picture of it or drawing it, making a rubbing of it, and writing
how it feels.
Our fellow artist and explorer Ms. Krajewski has some tips on 3D
Texture Rubbing! Follow her into your Mission Assignment Briefing
for details!
Click here to enter your Mission Assignment Briefing
Good luck on your third mission, Explorers! Be creative and be sure
to share your work with your art teacher, friends and family!

Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•

Mission
Notebook
Pencil
Unwrapped
crayons
Extra computer
paper (for
rubbings)
Found Objects
with Texture

LINE TEXTURE EXAMPLES

TEXTURE
TITAN

Congratulations on earning your third badge!

MISSION 4
Hello Explorers! You are halfway through your creative journey!
Congratulations on completing the HAT TRICK of missions! You’re 3
for 3! Our journey isn’t over yet though. I’ve got another exciting
mission for you!
But first, our mantra:
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”
Challenge: As artists, we know the basic shapes like circle, square,
triangle. Those are called geometric shapes. We also know that
leaves, butterflies, and other natural materials have shapes. Those
are called organic shapes. But what if there are more shapes than
that? What if you could INVENT shapes? We call them freeform
shapes.
Many abstract artists like to invent their own shapes. Here are two of
my favorite “shape-shifters”: Pat Bradbury and Stephen Ormandy .
Take some time to explore their shapes and notice which ones you
like the most.
Now, observe all of the different shapes around you and then
INVENT your own! You are creative and I know you can take on the
mission of becoming a “shape-shifter” and invent some new shapes.
Document your shapes, name them, and if they have any special
powers, scents, or textures describe them!

Here are some of my shapes! I layered them one top of one another
to make my drawing more interesting. I also added a dotted texture
to the pink shape, a hairy texture to the orange shape, and a swirly
texture to the yellow shapes on the right page.
Good luck on your fourth mission, Explorers! Be creative and be
sure to share your work with your art teacher, friends and family!

Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission
Notebook
Pencil
Sharpie*
Markers*
Crayons*
Colored
Pencils*

*You will need coloring
materials - the kind
does not matter, these
are just ideas!

SHAPE
SHIFTER

Congratulations on earning your fourth badge!

MISSION 5
Greetings! You have become very accomplished explorers! I see
Materials Needed:
many hard-earned badges...Awesome at Abstraction, Color Mastery,
Texture Titan, and Shape Shifter! Wow, you've been all over the
• Mission
Artist World! You must be so proud of yourselves!
Notebook
• Internet Access
But first, our mantra:
• Printer
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
(optional)
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”
• Glue (optional)
• Color Pencils*
Challenge: A mood is a temporary state of mind or feeling. What is
• Crayons*
your mood right now? I am excited! Artists often use the tools we
• Markers*
have learned about (color, line, shape, texture, and more) to make
• Old Magazines
the viewer feel a certain way. We call that the mood of the artwork.
or
Newspapers*
• Scissors*
Let’s look at The Scream by
• Paint*
Edvard Munch. I think it looks kind
• Paintbrushes*
of scary. What do you think,
Explorers? The character is
*The art making
screaming so it makes me feel
afraid. I would say the mood of the medium in this Mission
is the Explorers
painting is fearful.
choice. Use what is
available!
Another mood could be confusion.
What is he looking at? What is he
afraid of?

Now it’s your turn, Explorers! Below are some virtual galleries for
you to explore! Take a peek around and pick three artworks that
represent different moods. Write down or print and paste what
artwork you picked, and write what mood you feel it is showing and
why.
J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, USA
Guggenheim Bilbao, Bilbao, Spain
The British Museum, London, UK
Next, I want you to make an artwork representing YOUR mood
today! It can be something abstract, a drawing, a collage, or a
meme! The medium is up to you,
Good luck on your second mission, Explorers! Be creative and be
sure to share your work with your art teacher, friends and family!

MOOD
MASTER

Congratulations on earning your fifth badge!

MISSION 6: CREATIVITY ACHIEVEMENT
Hello Explorers! Welcome to your last mission. You've come so far
in your creative journey learning about abstraction, color mixing,
texture, shapes, and mood in art. I have one last mission for you
before this journey comes to an end!
But first, our mantra:
“Everything I need, I can find within me. I am positive. I am creative.,
I am mindful. I am brave. I am an artist.”
Challenge: Have you heard of public art? Wowza! You haven’t? It
looks like there will always be things to explore, even after our
journey is over!
Public art is art that is created to be viewed by the general public
(hey that's you and me!) in a public place. It is usually meant to bring
positivity or beauty to a public place and help people see and feel
about their environment or community in a new way.
Mission Briefing: Understand Public Art!
Buffalo has LOTS of public art! Let’s take a look at it below!
Explore: Public Art Portal

Explore: Visual Art Vortex

If you see some public art that you love, don’t be afraid to print it out
and paste it in your mission notebook! It’s fun to look back on things
you enjoy on a rainy day. Now, we are going to help beautify and
add some positivity to our own communities by making some public
art of our own! Hold on to your space suits Explorers, because
things are about to get intense!
Over your past five missions you’ve earned achievements for
learning about abstraction, color mixing, texture, shapes, and mood
in art. We are going to think about ALL of these while we make a
public art piece! We want to make a drawing that represents
POSITIVITY using no words! Here are some things to think about to
help you plan your public art piece:
●
●
●
●
●

What colors make me happy?
What textures feel happy? What textures look happy?
What shapes can I draw that feel safe and inviting?
What will make people feel happy more: abstract drawings,
realistic drawings, or both mixed together?
What do I want to draw?

You may want to write down the answers in your Mission Notebook.
Once you feel ready, it’s time to make some public art!

Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission
Notebook
Internet Access
Printer
(optional)
Glue (optional)
Color Pencils*
Crayons*
Markers*
Old
Magazines/Ne
ws*
Scissors*
Paint*
Paintbrushes*

*The art making
medium in this Mission
is the Explorers
choice. Use what is
available!

Don’t be Afraid To:
● Start over
● Tape sheets of paper together
● Cut stuff up
● Put things back together
● Try new things
● Go with the flow
Remember your mantra! Your artwork is important and you are, too.
When you're finished and proud of the final artwork, hang it
somewhere people will see it and record how people respond to it.
Oh, and don’t forget to send me - your Mission Manager - a photo of
your artwork! I’ll be creating a virtual Public Art Gallery for our class
so everyone can see each other's art! So, it's EXTRA Public Art!
...And just like that Explorer you’ve earned your Creativity
Achievement & Mission Accomplished Badges. I am so proud of all
the work you’ve done! Never stop exploring, collecting,
documenting, and creating in your Mission Notebook. You’re
destined for greatness!

CREATIVITY
ACHIEVEMENT

Congratulations on earning your final badges!

